Eyes Of The Storm
“An intense, immersive deep dive into a wild,
dangerous, and unknown world, written with the
pace and appeal of a great thriller. This is nonfiction
at its very best.”—Lee Child The true story of two
doomed ships and a daring search-and-rescue
operation that shines a light on the elite Coast Guard
swimmers trained for the most dangerous ocean
missions In late September 2015, Hurricane Joaquin
swept past the Bahamas and swallowed a pair of
cargo vessels in its destructive path: El Faro, a
790-foot American behemoth with a crew of thirtythree, and the Minouche, a 230-foot freighter with a
dozen sailors aboard. From the parallel stories of
these ships and their final journeys, Tristram Korten
weaves a remarkable tale of two veteran sea
captains from very different worlds, the harrowing
ordeals of their desperate crews, and the Coast
Guard’s extraordinary battle against a storm that
defied prediction. When the Coast Guard received
word from Captain Renelo Gelera that the Minouche
was taking on water on the night of October 1, the
servicemen on duty helicoptered through Joaquin to
the sinking ship. Rescue swimmer Ben Cournia
dropped into the sea—in the middle of a raging
tropical cyclone, in the dark—and churned through
the monstrous swells, loading survivors into a
rescue basket dangling from the helicopter as its
pilot struggled against the tempest. With pulsating
narrative skill in the tradition of Sebastian Junger
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and Jon Krakauer, Korten recounts the heroic efforts
by Cournia and his fellow guardsmen to haul the
Minouche’s crew to safety. Tragically, things would
not go as well for Captain Michael Davidson and El
Faro. Despite exhaustive searching by her would-be
rescuers, the loss of the vessel became the largest
U.S. maritime disaster in decades. As Korten
narrates the ships’ fates, with insights drawn from
insider access to crew members, Coast Guard
teams, and their families, he delivers a moving and
propulsive story of men in peril, the international
brotherhood of mariners, and the breathtaking power
of nature. Praise for Into the Storm “The story
[Tristram] Korten tells is impressively multifaceted,
exploring everything from timely issues such as
climate change to timeless themes such as man’s
struggle against the ocean’s fury.”—Miami New
Times “Into the Storm is a triumph of reporting and
you-are-there writing that becomes a deeper
tale—with more implications about our own
lives—with every chapter.”—Robert Kurson, New
York Times bestselling author of Shadow Divers
How do you turn your struggles into strengths?
Beloved Bible teacher Sheila Walsh teaches readers
how the daily spiritual practices of confession,
meditation on God’s Word, and prayer result in fresh
freedom in Christ. In her long-awaited book, Sheila
Walsh equips women with a practical method for
connecting with God’s strength in the midst of
struggle. From daily frustrations that can feel like
overwhelming obstacles to hard challenges that turn
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into rock-bottom crises, women will find the means
to equip themselves for standing strong with God.
Using the spiritual applications of confession,
prayer, and meditation on Scripture to form a daily
connection to Jesus, women will learn how to
experience new joy as a child of God who is fully
known, fully loved, and fully accepted. In In the
Middle of the Mess, Walsh reveals the hardened
defenses that kept her from allowing God into her
deepest hurts and shares how entering into a safe
place with God and practicing this daily connection
with him have saved her from the devil’s prowling
attacks. Though we will never be completely “fixed”
on earth, we are continually held by Jesus, whatever
our circumstances. Sheila Walsh acts as our
guardian in In the Middle of the Mess as she shows
us we’re not alone in our struggles, guides us
through a courageous journey of self-discovery, and
reminds us where to find hope, comfort, and
strength in tough times.
From one of the most exciting new storytellers in
epic fantasy, Son of the Storm is a sweeping tale of
violent conquest and forgotten magic set in a world
inspired by the pre-colonial empires of West Africa.
"Everything I love in a fantasy novel. Damn good
stuff!" —Jenn Lyons, author of The Ruin of Kings In
the ancient. city of Bassa, Danso is a clever scholar
on the cusp of achieving greatness—only he doesn’t
want it. Instead, he prefers to chase forbidden
stories about what lies outside the city walls. The
Bassai elite claim there is nothing of interest. The
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city’s immigrants are sworn to secrecy. But when
Danso stumbles across a warrior wielding magic that
shouldn’t exist, he’s put on a collision course with
Bassa’s darkest secrets. Drawn into the city’s hidden
history, he sets out on a journey beyond its borders.
And the chaos left in the wake of his discovery
threatens to destroy the empire. Praise for Son of the
Storm: "With an intricate and irresistible plot,
Okungbowa weaves a vibrant tale of betrayal,
intrigue, and revolution.” Anthony Ryan, author of
Blood Song "A thrilling, fantastical adventure that
introduces a beguiling new world . . . and then rips
apart everything you think you know." —S. A.
Chakraborty, author of The City of Brass The
Nameless Republic Son of the Storm
Egypt... land of romance, mystery, and exploding
camels. Lilly Linton thought she'd be ready for
anything after one month of working for her boss cold, calculating businessman Rikkard Ambrose. But
when they embark on a perilous hunt through the
desert, she has to face dangers beyond anything she
has encountered before: deadly storms, marauding
bandits, and worst of all, a wedding ring Can the
desert's heat truly be enough to melt the cold heart
of Britain's richest financier? With additional
chapters from the perspective of Mr Rikkard
Ambrose.
Into the Storm
The Times and Rhymes of Master Michael Ramsey
Their Eyes Were Watching God
A Novel
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The Life of General H. Norman Schwarzkopf
Foreword: The scientist and the taxi driver -- Pt. 1: The
raging storm. From Abraham Lincoln to the Internet ;
Where is the storm? ; MTA: Master's in terror
administration ; The virgins are ready ; A ticking bomb ;
Rewriting international law ; The referee is biased -- Pt. 2:
The hesitant world. Trouble in Giobania ; Intellectual
property and intellectual poverty ; There goes the
neighborhood ; The non-Arab crescent ; Freedom fries ;
Does the sun rise in the East ; Right is wrong ; Left
behind ; Ignorance and apathy -- Pt. 3: The persistent
lies. The superficial village ; Words kill ; Pictures lie ; The
truth, but not the whole truth ; Some refugees are more
equal than others ; Rewriting history ; Life near the end
zone ; Fooling most of the people, most of the time -- Pt.
4: The uncertain future. They mean what they say ; Why
don't you choose someone else? ; Milli-Giobania in the
eye of the storm ; Collective suicide ; Everybody know
the solution ; The nuclear stone age ; A correct diagnosis
is half a cure ; The world according to my Grandmother.
The first book in an exciting new series about Native
American and European first contact by Kathleen O'Neal
and W. Michael Gear.
Lucius, Smiley and Phoney are attacked by rat creatures
in the forest, barely making it to Lucius' tavern. At the
farm, Fone Bone and Thorn are having strange dreams
and Gran'ma Ben suddenly begins revealing long-kept
secrets and new dangers.
Cholene EspinozaóAir Force Academy graduate, former
U-2 reconnaissance pilot, and embedded Iraq War
journalistórediscovers hope and purpose in the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. With her partner, a close
friend, and a truck packed with supplies, Espinoza drives
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into the Deep South with misgivings and self-doubt.
Once in DeLisle, Mississippi, she meets Rev. Rosemary
Williams, pastor of the Mt. Zion Methodist Church.
Williams is at the center of local relief efforts, and from
her damaged church she gives survivors comfortónot
just spiritual comfort, but food, shelter, clothing, and
love. Espinoza finds her own struggles overwhelmed and
transformed by the stories of Katrinaís survivors.
Espinoza details the seemingly insurmountable red tape,
systemic barriers, and inequities in disaster assistance
for people who have no means to complain or demand
better. Common stereotypes about race, religion,
poverty, government assistance, single parenthoodóeven
our notions of charityóare challenged when seen
Through the Eye of the Storm. This is a story of loss and
recovery, of the ravages of disaster and the healing
power of community.
Higher Education's Changing Institution
Coming of the Storm
The Storm in Her Eyes
A Calm View of Raging Issues
Athina Onassis in the Eye of the Storm
Peter Ratcliffe served in the SAS for twenty-five years.
Blooded in Oman in the 1970s, he also saw action in
Northern Ireland, in the Falklands War, and in the Gulf
campaign. From his early days in the Paras to his time as
Regimental Sergeant-Major in the Gulf, he has lived and
fought by the motto 'Who Dares Wins'. Eye of the Storm is
his insider's account of that exceptional career. Fastpaced,
earthy, dramatic, funny, occasionally disturbing, it is laced
with firsthand descriptions of ferocious and bloody fighting,
sudden death and incredible heroism, and peopled with a
cast of extraordinary individuals. Beyond that, however, it
corrects many of the distortions and exaggerations of other
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books, and explodes several long-standing myths about the
Regiment. Here - at last - is the authentic voice of the SAS.
This enhanced edition contains additional audio and text
material: - Audio Recording of an SAS Firefight in Oman,
1973 - The Little Book of SAS by Peter Ratcliffe, an extensive
glossary of SAS terms
Universities and colleges have been under severe pressure to
expand student numbers in order to fulfill new and more
business-like approaches and to raise levels of efficiency and
quality. Over the coming years, institutions of higher
education will face increasing competition for students and
funds, as well as the need to prove their relevance to society
and become an integral part of the global information
economy of the 21st century. They are confronted with such
important questions as: How is higher education meeting this
challenge? How far is the pressure for change reflected in
the institute's working practices? This volume contains a
series of chapters that focus on the institutional dimension of
higher education policy. They have been written by
researchers from the Center for Higher Education Policy
Studies (CHEPS) of the University of Twente (The
Netherlands) in collaboration with some of their colleagues
from outside the Center and cover a broad range of areas in
which the Center has been actively involved over the past 15
years.
In 2004, internationally known physicist Haim Harari was
invited to address the advisory board of a major
multinational corporation. In a short speech he offered a
penetrating analysis of the components of terror, and
presented a passionate call for a new era in the Middle East.
The speech, entitled "A View from the Eye of the Storm," was
not intended for publication, but when a copy was leaked
and posted onto the Internet, it caused a worldwide
sensation, eventually being translated into more than half a
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dozen languages. Now̶as the modern era of Islamic terror
continues to unfold̶Harari reaches further, to offer this
serious yet accessible survey of the landscape of Middle
Eastern war and peace at this challenging crossroads in
history. Moving beyond the sterile discourse of foreign
affairs journals, Harari encourages the world to view the
Middle East through the eyes of a "proverbial taxi driver," a
man on the street whose wisdom (and sense of humor)
outstrips that of the experts. And, as he observes, to anyone
familiar with the Middle East from a taxi driver's perspective,
the "persistent ugly storm" engulfing the Arab world is far
more than a territorial battle with Israel: It is an "undeclared
World War III" that rages from Bali to Madrid, from Nairobi
to New York, from Buenos Aires to Istanbul, and from Tunis
to Moscow. The sad result is that much of the Arab world has
become an "unprecedented breeding ground for cruel
dictators, terror networks, fanaticism, incitement, suicide
murders, and general decline." And unless the free nations of
the world mobilize to stop it, Harari argues, this new world
war will continue to cause bloodshed on all continents. As a
fifth-generation Israeli-born observer, Harari includes a
thorough response to the conventional wisdom about Middle
Eastern affairs, including a frank dissection of the media's
lopsided portrait of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Drawing on his
family's two centuries of life in the Middle East, he offers a
compelling catalog of the steps necessary to reach a lasting
peace between Israel and the Palestinians̶steps, he writes,
that are "inevitable̶not because everybody accepts them
today, but because all sides must accept them before peace
can be achieved." And he urges the civilized world to combat
terror by isolating its state sponsors, blocking its funding,
and promoting education, women's equality, and human
rights reform. Eloquent in its simplicity, written with passion,
humor, and the directness of a scientist who has spent a
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lifetime explaining his work to the general public, A View
from the Eye of the Storm is that rare book with the power to
change hearts and minds.
Jaden's summer visit with her meteorologist father, who has
just returned from spending four years in Russia conducting
weather experiments not permitted in the United States, fills
her with apprehension and fear as she discovers that living
at her father's planned community, Placid Meadows, is
anything but placid.
Eyes of the Storm
Eye of the Storm
A View from the Eye of the Storm
Under the Eye of the Storm
Experiencing God When You Can't See Him

As an empire dies, three warriors will
rise. They will have to ride the storm
or drown in its blood. "An exciting new
author in fantasy." —Mark Lawrence,
author of Red Sister Seventeen years
after rebels stormed the streets,
factions divide Kisia. Only the firm
hand of the god-emperor holds the
empire together. But when an unexpected
betrayal destroys a tense alliance with
neighboring Chiltae, all that has been
won comes crashing down. In Kisia,
Princess Miko Ts'ai is a prisoner in
her own castle. She dreams of claiming
her empire, but the path to power could
rip it, and her family, asunder. In
Chiltae, assassin Cassandra Marius is
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plagued by the voices of the dead.
Desperate, she accepts a contract that
promises to reward her with a cure if
she helps an empire fall. And on the
border between nations, Captain Rah
e'Torin and his warriors are exiles
forced to fight in a foreign war or
die. War built the Kisian Empire. War
will tear it down. We Ride the Storm is
the epic launch of a bold and brutal
fantasy series, perfect for readers of
Mark Lawrence, John Gwynne, and Brian
Staveley. Praise for The Reborn Empire:
"Imaginative world building, a pace
that builds perfectly to a heartpounding finale and captivating
characters. Highly recommended." —John
Gwynne, author of The Faithful and the
Fallen "A complex tale of war,
politics, and lust for power." —The
Guardian The Reborn Empire We Ride the
Storm We Lie with Death For more from
Devin Madson, check out: The Vengeance
Trilogy The Blood of Whisperers The
Gods of Vice The Grave at Storm's End
In the wake of a terrible loss, Rain is
left alone to bear the Hudson family
secreets -- as dark and forbidding as
storm clouds on the horizon... After
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the death of her beloved Grandmother
Hudson, Rain found herself caught in a
battle for the vast Hudson family
wealth. Marked to inherit millions,
Rain faced the fury of her unaccepting
mother, her manipulative stepfather,
and her cold, vicious Aunt Victoria.
But no amount of money can keep Rain's
world from crashing down when sudden
tragedy strikes. Left helpless after a
devastating blow, Rain sinks into
despair as her precious dreams are
washed away...dreams that cannot be
bought with the Hudson fortune. Her
only hope for rebuilding her life rests
in trusting a stranger who has come
into her world -- a man whose
generosity and kindness does not appear
to come with strings attached, much to
Rain's amazement. But just as she opens
her heart to a promising new future,
her past comes back to haunt her -- and
Rain is pulled into a furious whirlpool
of bitterness and heartache.
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937
novel by African-American writer Zora
Neale Hurston. It is considered a
classic of the Harlem Renaissance of
the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's
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best known work.
The former secretary-general of the
United Nations recounts his role in
such recent international crises as the
Yom Kippur War, Lebanon, Afghanistan,
Cyprus, Iran, and Southeast Asia;
offers insight into key world leaders;
and analyzes current world rival
Bone: #03 Eyes Of The Storm (Graphix)
Twenty-Five Years In Action With The
SAS
In the Eye of the Storm
Eye Of The Storm
From the Eye of the Storm
(Foreword by Mark L. Bailey) The author delves
into many of the parables and offers a view of
Jesus that we can use as a model for how to face
and overcome conflict.
With a unique Style and colorful prose, "Eye Of
The Storm" Reflects the private thoughts of a
man and insight into his heart. Alternating
between heartbreak and uplifting, this poetic
memoir will take you on a journey from
beginning of creation to the end, and along the
way you will experience all the color like has to
offer. With a truly personal and intimate voice,
Master Michael Ramsey-EL illustrates how
quickly simple things can become complex, but
that through tenacity, diligence, and fortitude,
you can create anything! In this beautiful
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collection of heartfelt poetry, truth in spoken
word, and raw emotion, we are asked to walk with
him through an incredible life story as we look,
listen, and learn.
Alexis Mantheakis, for several years a close
friend and spokesman of Athina Onassis' family,
takes the reader into the private world of the
heiress. The reader will accompany Alexis
Mantheakis and Athina to Scorpios, her private
island, learn about the bitter father/daughter
feud and what really went on and meet her
Brazilian husband. Eccentric admirers, court
cases, a controversial Brazilian wedding, the
reappearance of the deadly Onassis curse after
Athina married Doda, the secret of a 12 year-old
kidnapped Onassis girl, a hilarious incident with
Aristotle Onassis in London's Claridge's Hotel
bar, his pranks with a Russian prince who later
rose to prominence in the Soviet Politburo,
Doda's companion Cibele Dorsa's accusatory and
moving suicide letter, the writer's central role in
the battle for the Onassis billions and Athina's
birthright: it is all here for the first time, and
much more.
Relates a tale of the bestial Trollocs, the witch
Moiraine, and three boys, one of whom is fated to
become the Dragon--the World's only hope and
the sure means of its destruction
A Civil War Odyssey
In the Middle of the Mess
A Biography of Gregory the Great
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Strength for This Beautiful, Broken Life
Christ's Response in the Face of Conflict

This volume features a collection of the work of Storm
Thorgerson since 1985. It includes some of the most
stunning, evocative and resonant images he has yet
produced for album covers, commissioned for artists such
as Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, Anthrax and Peter Gabriel.
Freedom - that is what Lilly Linton wants most in life.
Not marriage, not a brood of squalling brats, and certainly
not love, thank you very much But freedom is a rare
commodity in 19th-century London, where girls are
expected to spend their lives sitting at home, fully
occupied with looking pretty. Lilly is at her wits' end until a chance encounter with a dark, dangerous and
powerful stranger changes her life forever... Enter the
world of Mr Rikkard Ambrose, where the only rule is:
Knowledge is power is time is money Winner of the
People's Choice Award 2015
An inspirational story of a man who overcame obstacles
and challenges to achieve his dreams. In an accident in
1980, Limbie, a healthy young man, was reduced to a
quadriplegic. Read through his fears, sorrow, hope and
courage in this heart-open honest book.
In this historical treasure, now restored to posterity, text
and drawings by a Union cartographer record the daily life
of Civil war soldiers, the firsthand observation of officers,
and the battles he witnessed from Yorkville to Bull Run.
85 full-color illustrations.
The Album Graphics of Storm Thorgerson with Peter
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Curzon and Jon Crossland
Son of the Storm
Random Notes of Danilo P. Vizmanos
A Book Dedicated to Rebuilding what Katrina Washed
Away
Parables in the Eye of the Storm

He never craved anyone as deeply. But winning her may
destroy him... Storm Reed demands control. A powerful
Dom, the influential mogul requires absolute submission
from his partners. But when he meets a gorgeous young
woman who stirs his soul at a charity event, he's driven
to pursue her intoxicating innocence despite her off-limits
virginity. Descent Skye feels adrift and alone. Seeking
guidance after the tragic death of her parents two years
prior, the impressionable girl finds herself inexorably
drawn to a charming and intense bad-boy billionaire. And
when he pursues her with an obsessive singlemindedness, she relents at last to his potent touch.
Overjoyed to finally have the sweet prize in his
possession, Storm struggles to keep his rough BDSM
desires in check. And though Descent fears the brutal
hunger hiding behind her new beau's eyes, she's unable
to resist his fierce authority. Can Storm cross the naive
beauty's boundaries and still secure her undying love? In
The Eye Of Storm is the searing first book in the
tempestuous Storm dark romance series. If you like
brooding alpha males, blistering bedroom scenes, and
unpredictable cliffhangers, then you'll adore Pandora
Snow's emotionally raw tale. Trigger Warning: This novel
contains depictions of cheating, obsession, and nonPage 15/21
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consensual punishment. Buy In The Eye Of Storm to
succumb to passion today!
November, 1802. A truce holds in the war between
England and France, but the conflict has moved into the
lives of Commander Will Marshall and Lieutenant David
Archer. Separated for nine months after Davy was
wounded, they are now reunited in His Majesty's secret
service-only to find that their relationship is still in
troubled waters. With Will in command, he silently
wrestles with the fear that his next order may send Davy
into the path of another bullet-a fatal one. Davy has no
idea why his lover has grown distant, but he does know
that Will walked away once before, and never even
answered his letters. Should he have returned? Their
reunion was passionate, but Will's evasiveness makes
him wonder if he has made a serious error. If their love is
to survive, they must face and overcome their
misunderstandings, before the tide of war sweeps over
them once more. Eye of the Storm, the third in the Royal
Navy Series by Lee Rowan, travels from England to
France with Will as Commander in charge of a covert
mission. He and Davy are forced, once again, to confront
the fears that both separate and join them and find a way
to share their love in a time when it was more than just
forbidden-when it was a crime. "Eye of the Storm--A
bold, adventurous tale of two courageous British seamen
in love in 1802, risking their lives at sea and on land, told
by Lee Rowan, who never disappoints!" --Ruth Sims,
author of The Phoenix, & Counterpoint: Dylan's Story
The Fight for the Galaxy is On! Earth's Posleen invasion
is contained¾at a huge cost in human blood and
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anguish. Now hard-nosed commander Mike O'Neal
discovers that he's saved our world only to unwittingly
lead humanity into slavery. It's another twist of the knife
in the human back courtesy of those wannabe Masters
of the Universe, the Darhel. But the Darhel are about to
experience an even nastier revelation of their own. For
there are other universes¾universes with occupants so
ravenous they make the Posleen horde seem like a Boy
Scout troop. Occupants with the mind-bending power to
open a door between realities¾and invade a certain
double-spiral galaxy like the plague! As war turns to rout
and slaughter, the Darhel have no choice but to beg the
one man who hates them more than anything to lead the
counter-attack. General O'Neal, welcome to your
destiny. The galaxy that betrayed you is now depending
on you for salvation! At the publisher's request, this title
is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). At
long last ¾ the latest and greatest entry in military SF
master John Ringo's ground-breaking "Posleen War"
series, and a direct sequel to his New York Times bestseller Hell's Faire. "If Tom Clancy were writing SF, it
would read much like John Ringo." ¾Philadelphia
Weekly Press. "[Combines] fast-moving battle scenes
with vignettes of individual courage and sacrifice."
¾Library Journal on New York Times and USA Today
best-seller John Ringo's "Posleen War" saga.
In White's 1973 classic, terrifying matriarch Elizabeth
Hunter is facing death while her impatient children—Sir
Basil, the celebrated actor, and Princess de Lascabane,
an adoptive French aristocrat—wait. It is the dying
mother who will command attention, and who in the
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midst of disaster will look into the eye of the storm. "An
antipodean King Lear writ gentle and tragicomic, almost
Chekhovian . . . The Eye of the Storm [is] an intensely
dramatic masterpiece" (The Australian).
Through the Eye of the Storm
Book One of Contact: The Battle for America
In the Eye of Storm
The Calm in the Eye of the Storm
Terror and Reason in the Middle East
Lucius, Smiley, and Phoney are onto another adventure
as well as Fone Bone and Thorn.
Elusive master terrorist Sean Dillon reemerges during
the Gulf War when Saddam Hussein hires him to
assassinate Margaret Thatcher, and only Martin
Brosnan can stop him.
After a successful first year in one of London's finest
drama schools, Rain returns to America to cope with
the death of Grandmother Hudson, the only family
member who truly loved Rain for who she was. Now
Rain finds herself the controlling heir in her
grandmother's will, inheriting the vast millions of the
Hudson wealth. Rain can hardly believe it. Is this a gift
or a test? All she knows is that she is alone to face the
rest of the Hudson family. They will not allow Rain to
inherit the fortune that is their birthright. They will do
whatever it takes to remove this parasitic young
woman from their lives. Rain knows how to fight. And
she is not afraid to try. But the battle for her
grandmother's estate is only the beginning. Rain will
soon face a tragedy of her own - a devastating blow to
her dreams that will leave her shattered. And finally,
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Rain will have to come to terms with her own fears to
discover the person she truly wants to be.
The author paints a picture of Christ's calm in what he
calls "the second most stressful day in the life of our
Savior." He shows the secret of transforming panic into
peace, stress into serenity, and chaos into control.
Book One of 'The Wheel of Time'
A Memoir
Two Ships, a Deadly Hurricane, and an Epic Battle for
Survival
The Eye of the Storm
An Obsessive Billionaire Dark Romance
Veteran writer Sigrid Grabner tells the dramatic story of Pope
Gregory I- a poor monk known now to history as Saint Gregory
the Great. Born to a noble family and trained in Roman law,
Gregory had been prefect of the city of Rome as a young man,
but he gave up his power and wealth to walk in the footsteps of
Saint Benedict. Everything changed when he was raised, against
his will, to the highest office in Christendom..."
"My grey eyes reflect the storms from far away: An
unimaginable wind and rain pouring and a sky that cackles, yet
I'm unable to show what I truly feel. The storm in my eyes is
invisible, unseen. And it stays this way." Arianna doesn't know
who she is anymore. Life on Earth has come to an end, and
mankind, reluctant of the mistakes of their past, have set off to
find a new planet to call home. No one knows what they will
find on this unknown planet. But what's for certain is that
nothing will ever be the same again...
How an unexpected lightning storm changed everything Ryan
Stevenson’s Dove Award-winning breakout hit “Eye of the
Storm” was an overnight success, but his path to releasing that
song was decades in the making. Ryan always knew he was
called to be a musician, yet it took years of career changes,
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failed label contracts, and leaps of faith for him to achieve his
dream. In his debut book Eye of the Storm, Ryan shares his zigzagging journey from farm boy to singer and songwriter, and
the life events along the way that have shaped his relationship
with God. From his insecurity with self-image, to his grief and
fear during his mother’s lengthy battle with cancer, to his highstress days working as a paramedic, Ryan describes the many
ways his faith was tested—and how each trial helped him become
more reliant on Christ. Eye of the Storm will inspire,
encourage, and challenge you to trust more deeply in God,
confident that any struggle you face in life will help mold you
into the person He wants you to become.
Biography of the commander of United States troops during the
Persian Gulf War, General H. Norman Schwarkopf.
We Ride the Storm
The Eye of the World
Storm and Silence
When their sailboat Harmony is thrust into the center
of a great storm, two men and their wives face some
brutal changes both in themselves and in their
relationships with each other.
This book shares how our Lord can speak to us during
the storms of our lives. His words are faithful and true.
As we are on this journey of life, we experience
situations to help us to know that God is with us at all
times. His words say that He never leaves us or
forsakes us, as we walk out His purpose for our lives.
We grow stronger and wiser, as we learn to trust in
Him. He is our Father God, and we are His children.
When we grow thirsty in the desert times, He is there
to give us the Living Water, Christ Jesus, His Son. As
you read these words, I pray that they will be a
blessing to you and help you to trust in your faithful
Father God. Proverbs 3:56—“Trust in the Lord with all
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your heart and lean not on your own understanding.
Acknowledge Him with all your ways, and He will direct
your paths.”
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